
NEW! BOSANTI

The purchase price of the BoSanti is € 795.-
excl. VAT and with a maintenance contract of € 14.34 per month.

New in the BoFlora range is the BoSanti; an air purification planter 
for toilet rooms. The BoSanti is a compact wall planter with an air 
purification capacity of up to 50 m3 / hour. This capacity is ideal 
for a front area of   a toilet group. The BoSanti is equipped with a 
powder-coated, stainless and vandal-resistant housing. This can be 
supplied in any color (extra charge). In addition, the BoSanti can 
be expanded with odor cassettes so that you can add a fragrance 
experience in addition to clean air.

We can vary the artificial plants with the season so that we place 
more flowering plants during the summer months and more greener 
plants during the so-called “dark” months. The maintenance of the 

plants and installation is done by a specialist, so that the customer does not have different workmen on the floor.
For air purification, we use a technique that comes from the water treatment. The operation of the filter is unique in 
its kind and acts as a 3-stage air purification rocket.

The first step is a physical filter that can be changed to another filter class or active carbon filter, depending on 
the result of the air test, to remove possible odors.

The second step is a UV lamp that kills pollen (hay fever!), Fungi, bacteria and viruses down to the DNA 
structure. To quote current events, this UV-C lamp also kills viruses and therefore also the Corona virus!

The third step is an ionization filter. An ionizer is an electrical device for the production of negatively charged electrons 
called ions. These negatively charged ions attach themselves mainly to dust, germs and bacteria, so that pollution 
in the air such as dust, cigarette smoke, pollen and fungi is very effectively prevented.

Introduction price
€ 750, -
excl. VAT!
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